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Significant events and people:

CCS2.1

Describes events and actions related to the British 
colonisation of Australia and assesses changes and 
consequences.

 

Australian History-First Fleet 1788

Jess Murtagh 42160588

James Smith 41491734

Garry Kydd 41115325

Background 
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Resources

Integration

opportunity  
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How would you feel?
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How would you feel?
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Responses to the alien:

In your opinion, which noun best describes 
the aliens?

discovers

explorers

settlers

occupiers

invaders 
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1606

1770

since 38,000BC
1788

1720

Willem Janszoon
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Embarked at 
Portsmouth

~Landed at Sydney 
Cove

Officials and 
passengers 15 14

Ships' crews 323 269

Marines 247 245

Marines wives and 
children 46 45 + 9 born

Convicts (men) 582 543

Convicts (women) 193 189

Convicts' children 14 11 + 11 born

Total 1,420 1,373

Table of the People that came over on the First Fleet to 
Australia.

Click the picture to see the jouney the crew made.

http://143.119.202.13/discover_collections/history_nation/terra_australis/firstfleet.html
http://143.119.202.13/discover_collections/history_nation/terra_australis/firstfleet.html
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Were these animals native or introduced?

What about animals?

Native to Australia Introduced to Australia 

Integration

opportunity  
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Activity: Rotational groups 

Group 1: Visit the Australian Bureau of Statistics at www.abs.gov.au

find out the following information:

How many people live in Australia?

What State has the most people? 

Extension question: How is this recorded and compare this to the first ever census for Australia? 
Who is excluded?

Group 2: Dictionary meanings - Find dictionary meanings for the following words:

Invasion, Occupation, Settlement, Exploration, Discovery 

Extension activity: Write sentences using the words.

Group 3: your group will be creating a crossword. You will need to think of clues for the following 
words.  

- First fleet 

-Invade

-Explore

-Convicts

-Aboriginal

-Discover

Extension activity: Think of your own word and clue that is relevant to the First Fleet 

Create Crossword here

Background 

Knowledge & 

Resources

http://www.abs.gov.au
http://www.armoredpenguin.com/crossword/
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Dictionary Meanings 

Invasion

Occupation

Settlement

Exploration

Discovery 
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Who was included in the first census?  

Who was excluded? 

English officers- 

Convicts-

Passengers-

Marines-

Aboriginals-  

INVADE

EXPLORE
DISCOVER

SETTLE

OCCUPY

Do you think people can have different motives for doing something?

Can you think of a time when you had a different opinion than your 
friend?

Background 

Knowledge & 

Resources

DISCOVER
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              Why did they come?
So why did the British come to Australia? Why did they settle, 
occupy and invade the Aboriginal tribes taking their lands and 
spreading disease? Why did they bring animals and convicts to 
Australia? These are the questions we are going to discuss and 
research using this website.

http://143.119.202.13/discover_collections/history_nation/terra_australis/letters/blackburn/index.html
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What did this mean for Australia's 
Indigenous population ? 

How do you think the Aboriginal people felt seeing these 
strange people for the first time?  

Why do you think they felt this way?

How do you think they felt when they saw the disease killing 
their friends and family? Why? 

Remember back to the alien invasion and how you would feel if 
they invaded the school. Is this similar to what happen to the 
Aboriginal peoples? 

How is this similar or not similar?
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 Journal of John Hunter

Here is a journal entry from John Hunter who came 
over on the First Fleet. Below is part of a journal he 
wrote. 
we saw them in very considerable numbers & they 
appear'd to us a lively and inquisitive race; they are 
straight, thin, but well made people rather small in their 
limbs but very active...(pages 74, 75)

Who do you think John Hunter is talking about?

How do you think John Hunter feels about what he is seeing?

Why do you think he feels this way?
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Role Playing Activity 
You will be given 2 scenarios of both a British and Aboriginal perspectives 
to act out in groups. Through your actions your going to show the 
emotions up on the board. in your groups you will be given a role and your 
going to act that out in your groups. Use convict James and the emotions 
below to help with your characters emotions. Facial expressions are 
important to help show how people are feeling.

Angry

Sneaky

Sad

Happy
Surprised

Shy

Integration

opportunity  
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How should we treat others. 

After learning about the Dharug and the people with the First Fleet 
write 3 sentences explaining how each felt seeing each other and 
what they could have done differently to have a better friendship 
between them. 

Here are something's you might consider in your answer

• How would you act meeting a new person?

• What would you do to make them feel more welcome?

• How would you get to know them?

• Would you try and learn their language and culture? Why?
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Teacher’s notes, resources and background information: By clicking this tab there will be a more detailed explanation of 
the background information the teacher needs to teach the activity, possible questions to ask and what resources might be 
useful. 

Integration opportunities: Click this tab to find some integration activities utilising other KLA’s

Interactive animal activity:

What animals were introduced: This is an interactive ignition activity designed to help children grasp the idea of native and 
non-native animals (this may be a new concept for some students so it may be best to integrate a science lesson on living 
things and the environment here.

Teacher’s notes: Use the grid to place animals in the native or non-native categories (note the dog is meant to be a picture of 
a dingo) 

Background information:  

� Options to talk about the consequences of introducing rats – could this have been a reason why disease spread 
quickly? 

� Positive consequences of sheep, cows, pig- option to discuss what food indigenous population ate prior to the arrival. 

Rotational activity – It may be best to separate students in same ability reading groups so that the better readers are able 
to work through each rotation without supervision while the less able students can be scaffolded through each rotation.

ABS website: Here students will be looking at how many people live in Australia right now they will also be shown how to 
explore the website to find details of how many people in each state, how many people by age and also by ethnicity

Dictionary and sentence meaning: This task is purely a knowledge based activity to help students grasp the outcome 
targeted that there may be different views for the same event.

Crossword activity: Students will be using higher order thinking to create their own questions to match the list of words 
given. To challenge those students in the classroom let them think of the word and question. Groups must work together 
and explicitly teach how this could be done eg) breaking up the word so a student is only responsible for one. It would be 
good if students create these for their parents.

Summary activity for lesson 2  

The final activities re-enforce what students have just been doing- first they must offer meanings for the words they have 
found, including how they used them in a sentence as the teacher summarises what they have said. 

Then the discussion moves to what they found out about the ABS website who is excluded who is included?

Students are then asked if it is possible the have more than one motive for doing something? Do they think that other 
people in the same situation might see things differently to themselves? Students who say yes are asked to give an 
example of that? 

Then there is a series of words and students match these words to different groups. Students are asked to come out the 
front one at a time and give a short reason why they believe so.

Role play activity

Acting out and taking on the form of a character can be an important way for students to understand perspective of how 
others act and feel. Model the actions that would have been felt for this activity even giving 3 emotions to work with such as 
surprise, fear, confusion. These emotions give the students a building block to work with and when the teacher models 
these actions students then understand what is required of them. DRAS2.1 Takes on and sustains roles in a variety of 
drama forms to express meaning in a wide range of imagined situations.

� sustains and builds belief in their roles

�  takes on both individual and group roles

�  makes decisions about role interactions, symbolic representations and the dramatic context at various stages of 
preparing for the drama and during breaks in the action of the drama 

�  Interprets a wide range of imagined situations through the use of various drama forms, e.g. improvisation, movement, 
mime, storytelling, puppetry, mask and play building.

This is the outcome and indicators associated with doing this role playing task but the main idea is for students to get the 
perspectives of how people felt at the time by acting it out through role-play.

Where did they come from?

Explain the history of the first fleet that came to Australia. Explain that they set sail from Port Jackson to land in Australia at 
Botany Bay. Explain the reasons for leaving England to find new trade routes and more land for England as well. Also look 
at the aboriginal perspective of seeing these new comers to their land. 

Drama Role Play Activity- Ideas and Resources

Here are two examples of what you can do for the role playing activity. Make sure the students use the words invade, 
settlement, colonisation, occupiers in the language. You can help the students develop the script of what the characters 
would be saying. Develop a signal for when the students should speak so the convicts can say something it can be actual 
facts or just what they thought the convicts might say. Do the same for the other characters as well with the aboriginals and 
what they might be talking about. Remind the students of body movements as how would they hold a spear how would their 
hands be in there in shackles. Have students rehearse and work collaboratively while still thinking about the perspectives 
and what they have been learning. 

Scenario one.

Characters:

� 5 convicts that are in shackles 

� 1 captain

� 3 Noble Ladies 

The convicts are thirsty and tired after being on the ship for months living in filthy conditions on the ship with rats waking them 
in their sleep. 

The noble ladies are looking out to sea discussing how hot the weather is in January and what they miss about England.

The captain can be navigating talking about settlement and colonisation with how wonderful it will be to have a colony in 
Australia.

Scenario two.

You’re a group of aboriginal tribes men, women and children and your about to go out for a walk to the beach with the woman 
and the men will go fishing. They see the ship coming into the shore and get surprised by the invaders. They have strange 
outer skin that take off and are of a different colour to them. The language confuses them as they have not heard it before. 
They start to get angry at these new invaders and start to shout for them to go away.

A third scenario could be the aboriginal peoples meeting the Europeans. This could be based of stories that they have read 
where there was harmony between the Aboriginal peoples and the settlers. 
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